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Marcel Mauss': Essai sur le Don, translation from the French by Hila Karas, with introduction by Ilana F. Silber. Tel-Aviv: Resling (Hebrew)
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Articles: Chapters in Books
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Articles in Periodicals

http://csi.sagepub.com/content/60/3/320.short  

http://jcs.sagepub.com/content/11/3/269.abstract


2008  “A New Era for Philanthropy? The Case of Israel.”  *Civil Society and Third Sector in Israel* 2, 1: 9-32. (Hebrew)


Book Reviews in Periodicals:


Other Publications:
Co-author

Co-editor

Papers delivered (since1998):


8. 2004    (with Netta Bashan) “NGO’s Active in the Field of Food Distribution in Israel: a Survey Comparison of Trends in the Jerusalem and Tel-Aviv Area.” Presented at the ICTR Annual Spring Meetings, Ben-Gurion University.


17. 2008  Discussant, Session on New Christian Global Communities, in “New Directions of Religiosity: Religions and Virtual Global Communities,” International Workshop, The Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, December 14-16.


25. 2014  "Justifying the Gift? Beyond Suspicion and Recognition," Guest lecture, Workshop of the Center for Cultural Sociology, Department of Sociology, Yale University.


27. 2014  “Asymmetric Giving and the Public Sphere,” Masterclass on Gifts of Cooperation, Center for Global Cooperation Research Essen, Käte Hamburger Kolleg, Duisburg, Germany, September 22-26.


31. 2016  "Gifts in Rites of Passage, or Gifts as Rites of Passage?: Standing at the Threshold between Van Gennep and Mauss," International Workshop on Reclaiming Van Gennep's Rites of Passage, The Martin Buber Society of Fellows, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, May 15-16.

32. 2016  "Gift, Philanthropy and Civil Society," CISTAS seminar on Civil Society and Pragmatism, Department of Business and Politics, Copenhagen Business School, June 28-29.

**Current Projects**
"Reperitories of Giving: Meanings, Institutions, Contexts." (articles and book in progress)
"S.N. Eisenstadt's Theory (ies) of Culture: A Case of Continuity and/or Change?," (article)
"Justifying the Gift? Between Suspicion and Recognition" (article)
"Receiving: The Neglected Facet of Philanthropy" (article, with Hagay Bar)
"Promoting Philanthropy in the Neo-Liberal Era: Institutional Forms and Regimes of Justification," research in progress
A Gift of Civility? Elite Philanthropy as Cultural Conundrum and Democratic Dilemma (article in progress)

**Courses**

B.A. The Sociology of the Gift .  
B.A. Sociology of Religion.  
B.A. Sociological Theories.  
B.A. The Sociology of Gift-Giving.  
B.A. The Sociology of Max Weber Today.  
B.A. Nonprofit Organizations and Civil Society.  
B.A. Culture of Giving in the Era of Market Economy  
M.A. Issues in Comparative Historical Sociology.  
M.A. Civil Society.  
M.A. Readings in Contemporary Cultural Analysis.  

Seminar  
Elective course.  
Required course.  
Elective course  
Elective course  
Elective course  
Seminar  
Required course  
Elective course  
Elective course  
Required Course
M.A. Meaning of Money and Culture of Giving.  Seminar
M.A. Theories of Culture: Anthropological and Sociological Perspectives.  Required Course.
M.A. Cultures of Giving in a Market Economy.  Seminar
M.A. NPO's and Civil Society.  Seminar.
M.A. The Sociology of Morality
M.A. Philanthropy and Society  Elective course, Spring 2017
M.A./Ph.D. Advanced Sociological Theory  Elective Workshop, Spring 2017

**Supervision of Ph.D. Theses**

4. Karmit Haber, “Israeli Humanitarian Aid Abroad: A Field of Civic Action in Formation.”
   Completed Fall 2008. Summa Cum Laude.